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1.0. Introduction
1.1. The BEEHIVE Project
The project entitled Building Entrepreneurial Ecosystems to Enhance Higher Education Value-Added
for Better Graduate Employability, or shortly put BEEHIVE is funded through the Erasmus+
programme for Capacity Building in Higher Education. It aims to support the Indonesian and Philippine
higher education institutions (HEIs) involved to build entrepreneurial ecosystems and to transform into
entrepreneurial universities.
The concept of entrepreneurial ecosystem encompasses a holistic approach that sees entrepreneurship
not merely as individual efforts but as a process of networking, creating synergies between different
stakeholders, and enhancing one’s ability to produce spin-off from doing developmental works. The
entrepreneurial ecosystem, whether at university or national level, is a set of interconnected
entrepreneurial actors, organizations, infrastructures (physical and documents) and processes that build
and facilitate links and relations with the aim to improve entrepreneurial performance.
The BEEHIVE project combines the efforts of the University of Indonesia and BINUS University in
Indonesia, and the University of Cebu, Mapua University and Saint Louis University in the Philippines.
In BEEHIVE, the five South-East Asian HEIs work together with four European partner universities,
namely the project coordinating institution Varna University of Management in Bulgaria, University of
Thessaly in Greece, Reykjavik University in Iceland and Guglielmo Marconi University in Italy. In
addition, the partnership includes the WestBIC Business and Innovation Center from Ireland as well as
IdeaSpace Foundation, a business start-up supporting foundation in the Philippines.
1.2. The BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme
The BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme phase is included in Work Package 5 of the project timeline.
This is the stage when the start-up of students’ business venture operation initiatives begins. The
operation starts from putting ideas into visible and/or tangible things from which the facilitation of all
legal and proprietary documents start. The actual implementation seeks to turn the five Partner Country
HEIs students’ ideas into solid business foundations, and to subsequently grow and scale-up to business.
The current BEEHIVE Accelerator Operations Manual will help orient and guide all stakeholders on
the policies and procedures applicable in the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme. It will further assist
the project partners to identify and manage the step-by-step application to the accelerator programme.
The BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme aims to open opportunities to young people, both students and
graduates of the project partner universities in Indonesia and the Philippines who are in their early
business career.
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2.0. Vision/Mission Statement
2.1. Vision
The BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme’s vision is to transform every Asian project partner university
student’s aspiration to have an innovative entrepreneurial mindset and spirit.
2.2. Mission
The BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme shall promote and provide skills acquisition training and up-todate technical knowledge on entrepreneurial education at the five BEEHIVE Partner Country
universities at large. It shall also guide and assist their students and graduates in coming up and
expanding suitable innovative business ventures. Finally, the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme shall
encourage students and graduates to acquire skills and mindset in coming up with entrepreneurial
initiatives.
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3.0. Background, Scope of Action and Source of Funds
The BEEHIVE project addresses the regional priority for strengthening of relations between the higher
education sector and the wider economic and social environment through university-enterprise
cooperation, development of university entrepreneurial ecosystems and improvement of graduate
employability. It also fosters awareness of entrepreneurship across campus and introduces up-to-date
business start-up education and training through the means of a Massisve Open Online Course (MOOC)
entitled Entrepreneurship for All. Furthermore, it envisions that the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme
shall be embedded at the five Asian partner universities during the second year of the project lifetime to
provide support to innovative student start-up endeavors. Finally, the BEEHIVE Label developed in the
prpject promotes the entrepreneurial university concept across the higher education sectors of Indonesia
and the Philippines and supports HEIs’ gradual transformation intro entrepreneurial universities.
The BEEHIVE project encompasses the whole mainstream society. On the national level, the main
factors of the entrepreneurship ecosystem include government policies, financial support system, market
dynamics, entrepreneurship education and training, and culture. At the university level, the features
favouring a healthy entrepreneurial system include, inter alia, entrepreneurship education available to a
broad range of students, existence of structured schemes for student start-up support, mechanisms for
knowledge transfer, entrepreneurial approaches applied in university governance, etc.
The current BEEHIVE Accelerator Operations Manual follows a concept that harmonizes the
guidelines, policies and procedures in ways that it would be understood and implemented well. Its
ultimate chief goal is to support and encourage student start-ups to succeed.
Intellectual Property (IP) policies
Every stakeholder has their national law, individual set of guidelines, policies and procedures which
include internet protocol policies, data privacy law, and IP rights. This BEEHIVE Accelerator
Operations Manual respects the individual IP’s national law. Each institution shall respect the patent, IP
rights and data privacy law of each country. Each of the partner universities may create its own IP policy
but adopting the national minimum provision/s required by the respective country. Participants in the
BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme shall respect and follow the IP and other institutional policies of the
institution hosting and managing the accelerator facility and programme. Any IP resulting from the
works within the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme shall be covered and subjected to the concerned IP
policy of the host institution. Any dispute or differences that may arise in the course of the
implementation of the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme activities or the interpretation of the
provisions of this manual shall be resolved by the parties through mutual consultations and in good faith.
There shall be access to internet for mentoring, advising, searching and other related instructional
sessions as well as patent searching.
Source of funds
The BEEHIVE project is funded under the Erasmus+ Programme for Capacity Building in Higher
Education (project number 57396-EPP-1-2016-1-BG-EPPKA2-CBHE-JP). However, the student startups itself are not eligible for reimbursement in the Erasmus+ Programme and are thus not included in
the project’s grant. Hence, identifying potential sources of funds to support the student start-ups is useful
and highly instrumental to the success of the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme. Strategies to source
funds to start-ups include, inter alia, opening the doors to angel investors, organizing pitch events to
welcome various interested investors and accession of funds from various national and international
funding agencies, institutios and industries.
The total budget available for the implementation of the BEEHIVE Accelerator Progamme at each HEI
shall be determined by the concerned HEI depending on their focus and available resources. Each HEI
is also responsible for designing and adopting its respective financial sustainability plan to be
implemented following the end of the project lifetime in October 2019.
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4.0. Organizational Structure
This section presents the recommended organizational structure (Figure 1) and set up of the BEEHIVE
Accelerator Programme. This unit shall be placed within the organizational structure of the host HEI
and its location within the concerned HEI shall be the discretion of the senior university management.
However, it is encouraged that the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme shall be placed under the HEI’s
Vice President for External Services, Extension and Corporate Social Services. Depending on the
university set-up, it may be also placed under the jurisdiction of the Chief Operating Officer. Every
BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme is also recommended to have an advisory board too.
4.1. Organizational Chart
This subsection describes the role and responsibilities of each designation elaborated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Recommended BEEHIVE Accelerator Organizational Chart
4.2. Job Description
4.2.1 The Advisory Board
The Advisory Board supports the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme by providing expert insight/s,
contacts and essential guidance. It is expected to perform the following functions:
 Provide support and advice in the design, development, execution, operations, monitoring, and
evaluation of the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme.
 Serve as an ambassador and advocate of the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme by providing a
connection to and ongoing exchange of information and ideas with practitioners in the field and
other external contacts.
 Support BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme in marketing and promotion.
6
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The following are the members of the Advisory Board: President/Chancellor, Vice-Chancellor or Vice
President, Campus Director or Chief Operating Officer, Linkage Director, Legal Officer, Alumni
Association, and Industry Partner/s.
4.2.2. Director
The Director is a senior-level position responsible for leading, directing and managing all aspects of the
BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme. The primary role of the Director is to provide strategic leadership
and management in the design, development, execution, operations, monitoring, and evaluation of the
BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme. He/ She shall be a full-time employee with academic degree on
MBA, and/or PhD and/or other relevant advanced degree. He/ She is expected to perform the following
functions:
 Drive forward the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme through implementing quality
management processes aligned with the key goals and objectives.
 Build ecosystem of support around the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme to enrich content and
delivery.
 Design and develop events and workshops.
 Collaborate with the deans, department and academic heads to ensure pipeline of opportunities
as a source of new start-up teams, ideas, people, technology and IP.
 Collaborate with corporate partners, business and innovation communities, service providers
and professional consultants to design and develop investment readiness workshops.
 Maximize network of mentors, entrepreneurs and investors to help new start-up teams in
business development and funding opportunities.
Experiences:
 Working with the start-up, technology and innovation communities
 Proven experience and understanding of policy, advocacy, evaluation, business and finance of
building start-ups and its ecosystem
 Has experience working with the academe, start-ups, business community, incubators or
accelerators, or other related organizations as a mentor/coach, consultant or facilitator.
Skills required:
 Passion for start-up, innovation, technology and entrepreneurship
 Has entrepreneurial skills and mindset, highly focused, organized, driven and results-oriented
 Possess strong skills in interpersonal, networking, leadership, customer relationship
management, project management, written and verbal communication, and analytical skills
 Ability to cultivate, build and maintain strong working relations with individuals and
organizations with diverse backgrounds and perspectives
 Self-motivated, team player and strives for quality output and service delivery.
4.2.3. Community Development Associate/ Accelerator Manager
The Community Development Associate (or Accelerator Manager) is responsible for building and
maintaining the community of start-up teams, mentors, entrepreneurs, advisors, investors and other key
stakeholders of the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme. The primary role of the Community
Development Associate is to work collaboratively with the mentors, key partners, and internal and
external stakeholders to develop a pipeline of qualified start-up applicants and assist the BEEHIVE
Accelerator Programme’s Director in the cohort selection process. He/ She is the go-to person of the
start-up teams, mentors, key partners and stakeholders. He/ She shall be a full-time employee with
relevant undergraduate degree. A person who is an alumnus/alumna of the host HEI with master degree
is preferable.
Duties and responsibilities:
As a Community Development Associate, he/she is expected to perform the following functions:
 Connect start-up teams with mentors, coaches and advisors
 Use sales, business and marketing skills to help build and maintain relationships with the startup teams, mentors, key partners, and internal and external stakeholders
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Assist the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme’s Director in the execution, operations,
monitoring and evaluation of the programme
Collaborate with corporate partners, business and innovation communities, service providers
and professional consultants in the execution of investment readiness workshops
Maximize network of mentors, entrepreneurs and investors to help new start-up teams in
business development and funding opportunities.

Experiences:
 Coaching and mentoring start-ups
 Proven experience and understanding of policy, advocacy, evaluation, business and finance of
building start-ups and its ecosystem
 Has experience in community building and management, events organization, marketing and
sales.
Skills required:
 Passion for start-up, innovation, technology and entrepreneurship
 Has positive outlook, desire to learn and meet new people, lots of energy and enthusiasm
 Has entrepreneurial skills and mindset, highly focused, organized, driven and results-oriented
 Possess strong skills in interpersonal, networking, leadership, customer relationship
management, project management, written and verbal communication, and analytical skills
 Ability to cultivate, build and maintain strong working relations with individuals and
organizations with diverse backgrounds and perspectives
 Self-motivated, team player and strives for quality output and service delivery.
4.2.3. Mentors
Mentors are individuals with industry, investment and/or entrepreneurship experience. Their primary
role is to give the start-up teams with both strategic and tactical guidance. The mentors are expected to
give a high level of commitment and work with the start-up teams pro bono. The mentor is preferably
an alumnus of the university as a give back gesture. The characteristics of a mentor are outlined below.
The Mentors Manifesto (David Cohen, John Bradford and Brad Feld):1
 Be socratic.
 Expect nothing in return (you’ll be delighted with what you do get back).
 Be authentic/ practice what you preach.
 Be direct. Tell the truth, however hard.
 Listen too.
 The best mentor relationships eventually become two-way.
 Be responsive.
 Adopt at least one company every single year. Experience counts.
 Clearly separate opinion from fact.
 Hold information in confidence.
 Clearly commit to mentor or do not. Either is fine.
 Know what you don’t know. Say I don’t know when you don’t know. “I don’t know” is
preferable to bravado.
 Guide, don’t control. Teams must make their own decisions. Guide but never tell them what to
do. Understand that it’s their company, not yours.
 Accept and communicate with other mentors that get involved.
 Be optimistic.
 Provide specific actionable advice, don’t be vague.
1

Mentoring at Techstars (https://www.techstars.com/mentoringattechstars/)
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Be challenging/robust but never destructive.
Have empathy. Remember that start-ups are hard.

4.2.4. Technical Staff
The technical staff is a part-time position whose primary role is to assist the day-to-day operations of
the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme. There are two types of technical staff namely:
 BEEHIVE Office Assistant (BOA)
 BEEHIVE Laboratory Assistant (BLA).
The BLA is responsible for ensuring smooth operations in the BEEHIVE laboratory.
Duties and Responsibilities:
 Supervise the laboratory operations, equipment and facilities
 Provide assistance to start-up teams seeking technical help such as network and computerrelated issues.
 Maintain the regular operation of computers and the network
 Perform basic computer troubleshooting, including course specific software and printer
maintenance.
 Keep records of equipment and laboratory supplies
 Maintain the security of the laboratory
 Manage/supervise the laboratory working students
 Assist in the BEEHIVE-related activities
 Manage and maintain the computer network and its servers.
Skills required:
 Ability to research unfamiliar technical issues, and learn new software and hardware
applications
 Identify and resolve technical issues in a timely manner
 Friendly and helpful to start-up teams
 Can communicate in both oral and written, work well with others, and has time management
 Can work with minimal to no supervision.
The BOA is responsible for handling clerical tasks and errands in the BEEHIVE office, and providing
assistance to all BEEHIVE-related activities.
Duties and Responsibilities:
 Handle incoming calls and other communications
 Manage filing system and documents
 Help organize and maintain office common areas.
 Help in organizing events
 Maintain supplies inventory
 Assist start-up teams and mentors with their needs
 Take meeting notes
 Act as a research assistant.
Skills required:
 Possess strong verbal, written, interpersonal and organizational communication skills
 Can work with team and exhibit professionalism in all interaction
 Efficient, friendly, helpful and enthusiastic assistant
 Possess strong skills in office productivity tools and web applications
 Has attention to detail, time management, and can work with minimal to no supervision.
4.2.5. Start-up Teams
A start-up company is an entrepreneurial venture, typically a newly emerged, fast-growing business that
aims to meet a marketplace need through a repeatable and scalable business model around an innovative
product, service, process or a platform. The founding team of a start-up company is a group of
innovators, always in search for a new product or service features, markets and clients, to validate and
execute their ideas as fast and as cost-efficient as possible.
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A start-up company is characterized by its high growth potential, scalability, high risk of failing, lack of
resources, a lot of uncertainties in the business model, learning by doing mentality, client-oriented
approach, and different growth funding schemes and with an emphasis on the founders.
Each HEI is responsible to design, develop and implement a staff development programme that is tailorfit to the operations of the BEEHIVE Accelerator. The staff development programme aims to develop
strategies for capacity development and staff motivation to achieve synergy and collaborative climate.
It should focus on both job-related and career-related skills.
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5.0. Infrastructure
The BEEHIVE Accelerator space is a co-working style workplace and office that fosters the culture of
creativity, productivity, agility, versatility, and collaboration. The following are essential elements that
make the BEEHIVE Accelerators pace conducive for a thriving accelerator programme.
5.1. Ideal Physical Office

The physical space should have spacious working areas with conference rooms, communal
tables and private work desks that provide comfort to the start-up teams. Key considerations
include internet connectivity, pantry, furniture, location and proximity to key establishments.
5.2. Co-working Space and Meeting Rooms
The BEEHIVE Accelerator room shall contain functional furniture with at least a common area for
discussion, access to pantry and dining area. It must be comfortable and providing a good working
condition for the start-up teams. Using types of furniture that are movable and flexible promote
collaboration among the teams. A common area for discussion shall be private rooms. These private
rooms such as meeting rooms, conference rooms are invaluable to business people. This area is a great
way to hold a casual conversation, to break the ice and start building community within your members.
5.3. Technology
The technological services offered must be functional and accessible. There should be sufficient power
outlets and internet connection. The internet is the life-blood of the start-up teams. There must be highquality Wi-Fi connection available to team members and start-up teams.
5.4. BEEHIVE Workstations
Equipment purchased through the BEEHIVE project grant provided by the European Union’s Erasmus+
Programme for Capacity Building in Higher Education shall be part of the BEEHIVE Accelerator room.
This equipment must be utilized for any activities related to the accelerator programme.
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6.0. The Accelerator Programme
Subsections below illustrate the details of the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme and how the
programme will be implemented.
6.1. Curriculum
6.1.1. Entrepreneurship for All MOOC
Background
The Entrepreneurship for all MOOC was created in the BEEHIVE project during winter-spring in the
second year of the project and had its initial run in late spring of 2018. The main purpose of the MOOC
is to inspire young people in Indonesia and the Philippines to consider entrepreneurship as a valid career
option. The MOOC guides the learner through a series of assignments geared towards helping the learner
to build an idea and concept of an entrepreneurial venture. The Entrepreneurship for All MOOC is
available on the BEEHIVE project’s official website (www.beehive-erasmusplus.eu).
The BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme and the Entrepreneurship for All MOOC
The MOOC is an integral part of the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme and completion of the MOOC
is a requirement for all start-up team members joining the programme. Through the MOOC assignments,
they will be guided to start working with and expanding their idea. The online mentoring option of the
MOOC will not be available, since it was offered only for the initial run, but the start-ups will have
access to in person guidance and mentoring through the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme. In addition
to start-up teams joining the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme, the MOOC will be also a requirement
for the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme’s Community Development Associates and mentors. This
will ensure that the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme staff working directly with the start-up teams
will know exactly what knowledge and information they have received prior to joining the accelerator
programme. In addition to this, it will be highly encouraged for all other BEEHIVE Accelerator
Programme’s staff members to complete the MOOC as well.
How to register and take the Entrepreneurship for All MOOC: Step-by-step guide
 Fill in and submit the MOOC registration form at http://beehive-erasmusplus.eu/MOOCregistration/. Provide all information about home university and country.
 Retrieve log in information from an automated email sent after submitting the registration form.
 If no email is received, send an email requesting log in information to
beehivementoring@gmail.com and include the email indicated in the registration form.
 Log into the MOOC at http://beehive-erasmusplus.eu/courses/entrepreneurship-mooc/
 Follow along with the MOOC and complete all steps to receive a certificate of completion.
6.1.2. Mentoring and Coaching
Mentoring and coaching are crucial to running an accelerator programme. Mentoring is relationship
oriented while coaching is task oriented. Mentors provide the necessary expertise that is specific to the
mentee’s needs either in business (from product development to commercialization) or in personal issues
(work life balance, risk taking, etc.). The relationship in the mentoring process spans a longer period of
time from inception of the business idea up till the demo day and may sometimes overflow up until the
actual implementation of the business. Coaching on the other hand, requires a content expert (coach)
who is capable of teaching the coachee how to develop functional skills and other business related skills,
but once the coachee has learned the skill, the support of the coach ends hence the interaction is shortlived.
In the recruitment process of the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme, it is encouraged to have at least 20
teams (maximum of 30) called in to apply. Then selection follows where expectedly about 10 best startup teams and/or individuals shall emerge as part of a cohort to benefit from a mentoring and coaching
programme. The content of a mentoring and coaching programme shall depend on the output of a
training needs analysis (TNA). The Accelerator Manager has to match the training or mentoring needs
to the line of expertise of the coaches and or mentors. The Accelerator Manager has to source out the
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mentors and coaches that are considered industry experts in specific domains. These mentors can come
from alumni network, local chambers of commerce, and entrepreneurial or business associations. The
recruitment of the mentors shall ideally be around six months before the accelerator programme shall
be launched. In an accelerator programme, a ready pool of coaches and mentors should be in place.
6.1.3. Trainings and Workshops
Immediately after a cohort group is selected, a TNA should be conducted preferably during the first
week of the programme. Based on the TNA, training cum workshop programmes (i.e. customer
development; lean entrepreneurship) should be crafted. The training programme should be relevant and
must address the most pressing gaps. Thereafter, a week later, coaches and mentors to provide these
training cum workshop programmes must be obtained. In this regard, the Acceleration Manager must
be able to find the training facilitators from a pool of professors, alumni, acceleration team, mentors and
peers. These people can be readily accessed from alumni network, local chambers of commerce,
entrepreneurial and or business associations.
6.1.4. Connections
Social capital is an inherent part of an accelerator programme. This social capital can come from the
alumni association, local chambers of commerce, entrepreneurial/ business organizations, inspiring
peers/ local champions, and government contacts. These networks provide coaches, mentorship,
government linkage and most importantly investors to a start-up business. Thus, there is a need to
strengthen the support system outside the accelerator and the entrepreneurial community (coffee shops,
co-working spaces, other incubators, school events). To engage these people to buy into the accelerator
programme activity, networking events aka mixers should be staged all throughout the programme that
are participated in by the said stakeholders aside from the start-up accelerator cohort members, say at
least twice a month. The host university can tap existing communities like Start-up Weekend, Start-up
Grind, Google Business Group, Google Developers Group, Developers Connect as the modality for such
networking event/s.
6.1.5. Certifications
Accelerator programme’s participants are encouraged at least once to seek certifications not just from
the current cohort programme but also elsewhere (i.e., Start-up Ph Challenge by the Department of
Information and Communications Technology; online community channels that develop competencies
and know-how, etc.). In other words, participants are prodded to join competitions. In participating, the
student start-up teams can improve articulation skills and refinement of business ideas through
validation. Likewise, the involvement can empower the students not only to be entrepreneurial but also
to develop a character (independent mind; self-confidence, decisiveness, calculated risk-taking) that is
essential to take-off as an entrepreneur. The start-up and pitching competitions can facilitate the kickoff towards venturing into the real world of business.
6.2. Services
This section discusses various services the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme shall possess or at least
access to. These services aim to sustainably operate and support the student start-up teams and include
legal, accounting, design and IP services.
6.2.1. Legal Services
The HEIs’ Technology Transfer Office and business law and taxation professors should be brought in
at the start of the programme as mentors on how to complete an Innovation Disclosure Form. Further,
these officers-in-charge should guide the teams on the product they are planning to build and to
understand basic laws and regulations regarding their businesses.
6.2.2. Accounting Services
An acceleration team composition should ideally consists of members who come from a multidimensional background so complementation regarding respective expertise (marketing, production,
sales, finance, accounting, law) can exist. However, in case this does not happen, experts who can
support the team with finance, accounting, bookkeeping (documentation) needs for their start-up should
13
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be available at their disposal. This support system can come from finance and accounting students who
want exposure to the business experience. These people can come in during the middle and or towards
the end of the programme.
6.2.3. Design Services
Marketing, most often, is found to be the top requirement especially during the middle or towards the
end of the programme. In effect, there is a need to take in graphic designers or visual artists who can
support the teams with branding and marketing needs. These designers or visual artists can be drawn
from creative students who may want to beef up their portfolio by taking in such a challenge. It would
be an added advantage if the accelerator programme initiative can connect with a partner school (if not
yet available within) that is into arts and the like.
6.2.4. IP Services
Any IP resulting from the activities within the accelerator programme of the host institution shall be
subjected to the IP policies of the host institution. In case of conflict, parties involved shall endeavor to
resolve the matter amicably.
6.3. Activities
The details of pitching and demo days, and other events are illustrated in the subsequent sections.
6.3.1. Pitching Days
It is a must that a pre-implementation must be scheduled before the demo day. The content of the
pitching days includes a review of the pitch deck and presentation of the teams to ensure the quality of
performance and effectiveness of getting partnerships and investment. The mentors, communications
professors and entrepreneur champions should be around to provide handy coaching skills on how to
pitch effectively. These people can be sourced out from the university faculty who teach business and
communications. The local chamber of commerce can also be tapped to aid in the business content of
the pitch deck. The most likely schedule for this pre-pitching day is three weeks before the scheduled
demo day.
6.3.2. Demo Days
The demo day is the culminating activity of the accelerator cohort programme where the start-up
companies shall tell stories of what they have gone through in the programme as well as pitch their
business idea/s to the select attendees. The demo day also signals the end of the accelerator programme.
Prior to the demo day, invitations should be distributed to the stakeholders like investors, partners,
alumni and potential collaborators who are expected to provide support (i.e. investible funds) to the
start-ups. At the same time, a venue in the university for the demo day event should also be booked that
can house around 50-100 attendees. The demo day should identify the themes/types (poster, prototype,
etc.) or it can be a mix that shall be demonstrated. Guidelines for the demo day must be developed so
that all participants understand the expected role to play.
6.3.3. Other Events
Once a local demo day has been experienced, it is recommended to start-up team/s to solicit more pitch
events mainly international in nature to have an enhanced experience on pitching, to gain valuable
feedback and to have access to a broader pool of investors and strategic networks. There are a number
of yearly pitching competitions that are hosted by various groups in local (Start-up Ph Challenge; Idea
Space Start-up Competition) or international arenas (Y Combinator Demo Day; Flash Pitch; Hello
Tomorrow Challenge; HATCH Pitch; New York Start-up! Business Plan Competition) to spot start-ups
that require investment and scaling.
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7.0. Network Connections
In order for the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme to succeed and achieve its purpose, there is a need
for experienced and competent personnel to give full support for the overall task of providing adequate
and up-to-date knowledge information as well as share industry experiences. This is for the benefit and
in order for the trainees to become well informed and skillfully trained in starting up an innovative
business venture. These are the following personnel:
7.1. Mentors
All mentors, not necessarily be academicians but to include experts from the industry, are invited to give
and share their knowledge and experience in order to guide would be entrepreneurs to learn the craft
and teach them the art of how running a business would be best suited for them. They are to lecture them
on industry practices, the ins and outs of the trade as well as give advices on the pros and cons of
entrepreneurial situations. They should be guiding and giving them pointers from the very start of all
the sessions.
7.2. Advisers/ Subject Matter Experts
Just like the mentors, the advisers or subject matter experts are people who belong to a specific industry
or trade or craft that can provide them with all necessary inputs as to go about the daily management of
a specific business. They are people who can give the views theoretically as well as points of view from
business or industry practitioners.
7.3. Industry Partners
Industry partners are not necessarily an individual business person or an entity. They are partners who
supports the whole business venture initiative either as a contributor to a small fraction of work to a
product or service or as a major part to the entrepreneur’s total product offering vis-à-vis the other way
around. They may be also the big corporations who will buy the entrepreneur’s products or services or
these entrepreneur’s products are needed to make the products of a certain company a whole. In order
for the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme to succeed, industry partners should be involved from the
very start. In order for a business venture to thrive, the continuous support of relevant industry partners
is much needed.
7.4. Investors
Investors are vital in order for the BEEHIVE Accelerators to succeed. Without them investing in a
particular business initiative, the business is bound to fail. The financial support of investors is of crucial
importance for a business idea to become a reality. Investors may not necessarily be individuals, they
may be corporations or companies who are knowledgeable on social responsibility of helping SMEs.
7.5. Entrepreneurs
All entrepreneurs needed other entrepreneurs to survive and in order to make their own businesses thrive
longer. These are people who support their fellow entrepreneurs not only through motivation and
encouragement but also financially. They hold and watch their backs as the saying goes. They help
connect one to another and work harmoniously together for the achievement of their objectives.
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8.0. Operations
Operations in an accelerator unit cover the selection of applicants, acceleration and graduation. During
the selection process, branding and marketing of the accelerator programme as well as selection process
are important parts of the process. The process is illustrated as Figure 2 and details of the subsections
are discussed below.

Post
Evaluation

Selection

Preacceleration

Graduation

Monitoring

Acceleration

Figure 2. BEEHIVE Accelerator’s Operational Process
8.1. Selection
Selection criteria and process are described in the subsequent subsections and illustrated in Figure 3.

Registration

•Online
•Onsite

Evaluation

•Enthusisam
• Innovation

Acceptance

•Rules
• Initial
Resources

Figure 3. BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme’s Selection Process
8.1.1. Application Process
Interested applicants will be asked to go to a platform to answer questions about their team and their
proposed ventures. Questions may include the following:
 Description of the proposed venture
 Category (stage, industry)
 Problem being solved
 Description of the target market
 Competitors and alternative solutions
 The founding team-- why they are the best people to execute
 Vision for the business/ start-up
 Demographics and contact details
 Other information and files may be asked from the applicants such as:
 Pitch deck
 Video pitch
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Video resume of the team/ applicants
Referral/ recommendation letter.

An individual or a team may submit more than one entry; however, only one entry per individual or
team will qualify for the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme. Each team shall be composed of at least
two and maximum of four members having a member who is an alumni or student of the host HEI.
8.2. Pre-Acceleration
8.2.1. Branding and Marketing
Branding
A brand is the proprietary visual, emotional and cultural image that represents the accelerator
programme. The brand name should represent and support the message of the accelerator as it will affect
people’s perception. The BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme will use consistently the logos of the
Erasmus+ programme and the BEEHIVE project as displayed below:

Marketing
Prior to launch, the management team should prepare a plan on the marketing efforts that need to be
accomplished to promote efficiently and effectively the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme. An
overview and timeline should be set for each. Marketing efforts include:
 Creating a programme specific section on institutional and project websites and social media
accounts as marketing channels for cultivation.
 Crafting and preparing content and designs that will be coursed through the websites, social
media posts, email campaigns and printed collaterals.
 A standard content request form would be beneficial to ensure that all content is properly
processed and clearly communicated to the respective marketing department or design team.
 Media engagement and press release for announcement of results and demo day
8.2.2. Shortlisting (Pre-Acceleration)
A Selection Committee composed of industry experts, academicians, and investors shall review and
evaluate the entries through several stages and determine which applicants will advance to the next
phases of the programme. Applicants shall be informed accordingly of the status of their applications.
Individuals and teams who will progress to further stages in the process shall be informed should there
be any additional requirements and information that were not submitted in the earlier stages.
Criteria
Depending on the accelerator programme’s focus area, the following may be used as key areas to assess
and evaluate the applicants:
 Innovation-- Is the idea unique? Innovative? Is it the first of its kind? Is it different from the
alternative solutions offered in the market?
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Value-- Is the product/service solving a specific problem? Is there a need for the
product/service?
Feasible-- Is the market ready for the type of solution? Is the technology to develop and build
the product/service available?
Team-- Is the individual applicant or the team capable to run the business/start-up? Are they
capable to develop the product/service? Do they have the resources and skills to bring the idea
forward?

8.3. Acceleration
The acceleration period begins after a team is chosen and ends on Demo Day. This period will vary from
accelerator programme to accelerator programme. The decision to determine length of acceleration
period will depend on the accelerator management team and the university administration how long this
period will be.
8.3.1. Deliverables
Deliverables by the accelerator programme manager
Before the acceleration period begins, the accelerator programme manager will need to meet with the
team. This scoping session is necessary to lay out the timeline for the team’s acceleration factoring in
constraints, training needs and other matters that must be considered (such as requirements of the
university). The accelerator programme manager will have to line up mentors, training programmes or
workshops, speakers, networking events, physical facilities and equipment, funding (if provided) and
whatever is deemed deliverable
Deliverables by the teams
The selected entrepreneurs or teams to the accelerator programme must submit agreed commitments on
dates determined during the scoping session. They will need to lay down the resources they have at hand
and the amount of time they can commit to executing the idea. When commitments cannot be met, the
start-up team must inform the accelerator programme manager on issues that have constrained them to
execute. A revision of the milestones agreed at the scoping meeting should be done. Ideally, revisions
to milestones should not be more than twice during the acceleration period. It is highly recommended
that the start-up teams write and sign a commitment letter with corresponding penalties or loss of
privileges should team members fail to execute on their assigned deliverables to one another and to the
accelerator.
8.3.2. Timelines
Weekly check-ins
For most student led teams, a weekly check-up is highly recommended. It is also suggested that all team
members should be at the check-up meetings.
Forcing function of milestones
The accelerator programme must have several events that serve as a forcing function for teams, such as
prototype days, demo days, and investor pitch reviews. In cases where monetary support is possible, the
most effective method would be to release resources (money, equipment and the like) after deliverables
were accomplished.
8.3.3. Progress Monitoring
As mentioned above, the start-up teams should report progress vis-a-vis milestones laid out in the
timeline of deliverables. Accelerator programme managers should watch out for recurring problems and
suggest teams to consider change of team members, a pivot on the product or business model.
8.3.4. Networking Activities
For most student teams, skills in networking are learned by doing. The accelerator programme managers
should incorporate several networking activities throughout the programme to help the teams validate
their ideas, seek resource persons and improve their overall social skills. Taking teams to start-up events,
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pitch competitions, and organizing mixers among peers or other sectors of the university are just some
of the ways teams can learn the skill of networking.
8.4. Graduation
This subsection describes the guidelines and requirements for graduation.
8.4.1. Clearance
Start-up teams get clearance based on their performance during the accelerator programme. The
acceleration management team would have to assess their growth in terms of how they were able to
build their product or service, develop their market, and strengthen their team. The items below provide
details on the three areas to assess the teams on:
 Product or service - As each team is on different stages of their businesses (idea, prototype,
launch, and growth), the objective is to have teams who are part of the accelerator programme
and are able to grow to the further stages.
 Market - It is important for teams to be able to determine their niche market and initially identify
their early adopters. This is especially critical to teams who are in the idea and prototype stages.
For launch to growth stage teams, it is still a good exercise to continue focusing on target market
segments to serve through their businesses.
 Team - Having a good balance of skills in the start-up team in relation to building the product,
developing their market, business development, and their team’s capability to proactively
interact with people and other teams is important. Managing this diversity of skills from the
onset helps these teams prepare for the next growth phases of their business.
A set of rubrics from the acceleration management will help to define which teams will get clearance
from the accelerator programme. It is in the judgement of the accelerator management team on the
blended weights of these criteria as to how to arrive at the desired rubrics.
8.4.2. Debriefing
For businesses, being part of an accelerator is a support mechanism for growth, but as accelerator cohorts
end, this presents an opportunity to get them ready to stand and operate the business without support.
This empowers start-ups to really think about the next steps needed to arrive at where they want to take
the business.
The acceleration management is pivotal in providing guidance on the next steps, customized to the needs
of each business. It is important to understand that the start-up teams will be on different stages of their
business. Regardless of the stage, it is advisable to clearly communicate to these teams that they are the
drivers of their organization and are from now on fully accountable for the growth of their business.
It is also recommended to guide the teams on the clarity of how they intend to continue financing their
businesses. Teams looking for financing should make their intentions clear, whether they are
bootstrapping or looking to source for funding externally. It is part of the acceleration management
support to endorse these teams on potential funders, prepare them for necessary requirements, and
strengthen their team’s pitch.
As an organization that supports the growth of start-up teams, it is also essential to provide a call-toaction for them to pay it forward i.e. this is to let them know that, even after graduation, they are still
part of the network and, eventually, to encourage them to contribute to the next batches of entrepreneurs
potentially as mentors, advisers or partners.
8.4.3. Culminating Activity
A culminating activity is a platform where teams are given the opportunity to present their milestones
and goals since joining the accelerator programme. It would involve preparing on this event through
inviting key people to go and participate in the event as well as getting the start-up teams ready with
their pitches. Furthermore, the culminating activity is an opportunity for the community to help the start19
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up teams get stakeholders as well as to update them with what the start-ups have achieved, cultivate
business partnerships and get new mentors for their businesses.
Building an entrepreneurial ecosystem does not stop after the culminating activity; rather, it is truly
about keeping in touch with the entrepreneurs that have been served by the accelerator, the stakeholders
that contributed to the growth of the business, and keeping them involved and updated with the relevant
entrepreneurial opportunities that may come in their universities.
8.5. Post-Evaluation
Measuring and evaluating the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme is key to improvement. Postevaluation of the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme shall involve evaluation of the start-ups, staff,
mentorship and the accelerator programme. Each partner university shall design a post-evaluation tool
tailored to fit its accelerator. The following are the key considerations when designing the postevaluation tool:
Mentor evaluation
 Performance
 Accessibility.
Start-ups evaluation
 Status or progress
 Number of start-ups with investments
 Customer acquisitions.
Staff evaluation
 Job competencies
 Staff development programme
Programme evaluation (include budget vs actuals)
 Number of applicants
 Mentor engagement
 Workshops/ trainings
 Number of investors attended during the demo days
 Start-ups' exit interview and surveys.
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9.0. Ethical Code
The Ethical Code of the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme establishes the guiding principles to be
applied by all participants and involved parties, namely the start-up teams, the programme managers
and administrators, faculty members as well as relevant external stakeholders such as mentors, advisers,
industry partners, investors, entrepreneurs. The Ethical Code provides guidance and illustrates the values
and behaviors expected by all BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme’s participants and involved parties. It
is underpinned by the following principles:
Integrity
All participants and involved parties shall demonstrate honesty, fairness and sound ethical behavior in
all BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme’s activities as well as personal integrity in all their dealings with
others.
Mutual trust and respect
Relationships between participants and involved parties shall be based on trust, mutual respect and
dignity.
Teamwork
Participants and involved parties shall work together as a team for the collective success of the
BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme.
Effective communication
Participants and involved parties shall share effectively information with each other. The need to share
information should be balanced with the need for confidentiality, where appropriate.
Excellence and commitment to quality
Participants and involved parties shall ensure that the quality of their work is of high standards. They
shall improve their performance continually and always strive to achieve best possible results.
Competency and professionalism
Participants and involved parties shall maintain high standards of professionalism and competence when
performing BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme’s activities.
Sustainability and cost efficiency
Participants and involved parties shall perform the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme activities in a
sustainable, environmental-friendly and cost efficient manner.
Protection of IP
Participants and involved parties shall respect and protect the IP of each other and of others outside the
BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme.
Non-discrimination and equal treatment
Participants and involved parties are committed to the principles of non-discrimination and equal
treatment. There is zero-tolerance towards harassment or discrimination of any kind based nationality,
gender, racial or ethnic origin, religion or belief, disability, age or sexual orientation.
Respect for diversity
Participants and involved parties shall create within the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme a tolerant
environment where diversity is respected and considered one of the consortium’s main assets.
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Definition of Acronyms and Terms
Accelerator: a programme by which business venture initiatives at any stage of their development (idea,
prototype, launch, or growth), are implemented, mentored and monitored.
Angel investor: people who provide funding to a business initiative.
BEEHIVE: Building Entrepreneurail Ecosystems to Enhance Higher Education Value-Added for Better
Graduate Employability
Entrepreneurial ecosystem: a holistic approach that sees entrepreneurship not merely as individual
efforts but as a process of networking and creating synergies between different stakeholders
Mentoring: the act of guiding individual, students or participants in a project
MOOC: Massive Open Online Course
Pitch event: a venue organized for start-ups to demonstrate their innovative work/s and compete with
other teams or individuals to catch interest of investors to put-in money to their work and scale up to
full business operation
SMEs: Small Medium Enterprises
Start-up: the initial stage of operation of a business venture initiative.
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Annex I: BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme’s Call for Expression of Interest

UNIVERSITY LOGO

ERASMUS+ PROGRAMME, KEY ACTION 2
CAPACITY BUILDING IN HIGHER EDUCATION
Building Entrepreneurial Ecosystems to
Enhance Higher Education Value-Added for Better Graduate Employability
(BEEHIVE)
BEEHIVE ACCELERATOR PROGRAMME
CALL FOR EXPRESSION OF INTEREST

Are you interested in bringing your business idea into reality?
Are you motivated to build your own future?
Are you happy being free and independent?
Are you one of those people that get things done?
Are you passionate about living your own life and not somebody else’s?
If your answer to any of these questions is YES!, then entrepreneurship is for you! The BEEHIVE
Accelerator Programme to start soon may become the first milestone on your entrepreneurial journey.
The .................. University has recently established its BEEHIVE Accelerator under the Erasmus+
Programme for Capacity Building in Higher Education. The BEEHIVE Accelerator at ..................
University is about to kick-start its first round soon. It will shelter and nurture the first BEEHIVE cohort
at the .................. University and you are welcome to apply to join it.
Hurry up and learn more about the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme’s application and participation
conditions! Read all about the BEEHIVE Programme in a nutshell below.
General inclusion criteria to the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme
Who can apply?
- Students and/or graduates of .................. University
- Individuals or teams consisting of up to 5 members; at least one
team member shall be a current student.
- Applicants shall have successfully completed the
Entrepreneurship for All MOOC delivered through the BEEHIVE
project
- Applicants could belong to any of following stages of the
entrepreneurial pipeline:
(1) potential entrepreneurs who are considering the option to
establish their own business
(2) nascent entrepreneurs, who are in the process of setting up a
new business
(3) new entrepreneurs running young business start-ups
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(4) experienced entrepreneurs, who need to innovate and make
their businesses more competitive.
Main activities and benefits of the The chief end of the Business Accelerator Programm is to help the
BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme selected young entrepreneurs bring their endeavours to an investorready stage. Selected particpants will all work, learn, create and
grow together by using the common workspace and taking
advantage of the benefits provided by the BEEHIVE accelerator
established at .................. University. The main benefits of joining
the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme will be:
(1) being part of an inspiring community of like-minded and selfdriven young entrepreneurs
(2) advice provision from committed mentors including online by
EU experts in the project
(3) access to business start-up knowledge and education
(4) hands-on support in the field of finance, taxation, marketing,
advertising, human resource management etc.
(5) connections and networking opportunities to build business
relations and partnerships
(6) links to potential investors through the Demo Days to be
organized at the end of the BEEHIVE programme programme at
each of the 5 PC HEIs.
Duration
12 consecutive weeks starting ...................
Selected young entrepreneurs should confirm in advance their
availability to engage with the Programme
Venue
BEEHIVE Accelerator address: ..................
When to apply?
Deadline for submission of the application: ..................
Where to apply?
Online, through submission of the complete application form to the
following email address: ..................
How to apply?
The online application includes:
- Duly filled out BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme application
form including demographics and contact data as well as
justification of the business idea/project/company
- Copies of Entrepreneurship for All MOOC Certificate
- Business model canvas or a business plan of your business
Indicative number of successful 8-10 business ideas/projects/companies
business projects to be approved
Award criteria to the BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme
Innovation (max. 30 point)
Is your product/service solving a specific problem? Does it
challenge a status quo?
Creativity (max. 30 point)
Is your idea unique and novel? Is it different from the alternative
solutions offered in the market?
Sustainability (max. 20 point)
Is the market ready for the type of solution? Are the resources to
develop and build the product or service available? Is the team
capable to run the business/start-up? Is the team capable to develop
the product/service? Do founders have the resources and skills to
bring the idea forward?
Motivation (max. 20 point)
Do you and your start-up team have the right motivation and time
to engage and complete the programme? Are you aware of the
entrepreneurial journey pitfalls?
For any questions about this Call for Expression of Interest, please do not hesitate to contact the
BEEHIVE project team at .................. University as follows:
Name, contact data
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Annex II: BEEHIVE Accelerator Programme’s Application Form

UNIVERSITY LOGO

ERASMUS+ PROGRAMME, KEY ACTION 2
CAPACITY BUILDING IN HIGHER EDUCATION

Building Entrepreneurial Ecosystems to
Enhance Higher Education Value-Added for Better Graduate Employability
(BEEHIVE)
BEEHIVE ACCELERATOR PROGRAMME
APPLICATION FORM

YOU ARE APPLYING:
□ INDIVIDUALLY
□ AS A TEAM (please fill in section 1. DEMOGRAPHICS AND CONTACT detail for each team
member)
1. DEMOGRAPHICS AND CONTACT DETAILS
Name
Course & year
Date of birth
Home address
Present address
Email address
Phone numbers
LinkedIn profile URL

2. IDEA
Product/service description: In 2 to 3 sentences, describe the product or service, and why it is unique.
(max chars 300)

Problem: What need or customer pain point does the company is trying to solve? Why is it a problem?
How serious is the problem? Who are affected by this problem? How is the problem being dealt with
today? (max chars 800)
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Solution: How does the company’s product or service solve the problem? How does the solution work?
(max chars 1,000)

3. MARKET AND BUSINESS MODEL
Market and Size: What is the market of the company? Define the size of the market from the
perspective of the product/service defined. How many potential customers/users are there for the
company’s product or service both today and in the future? You may include data or findings that show
the potential impact and opportunity of your product/service. (max chars 1,000)

Customer: Who is or will be the company's customer? Please describe. If this is a two-sided market,
describe both customers and users. (max chars. 500)

Customer Discovery: How many potential customers have you talked to about the problem the
company is trying to solve? What have you learned? (max chars. 500)

Competition: Who are your competitors? List the company’s direct competitors, indirect competitors,
potential competitors and alternative solutions. Indicate if these competitors have commercially
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available products or services, or if they are still in development. How is your product or service different
from your competitors? Is it better, faster, cheaper? (max chars. 600)

Revenue Stream: How will you generate revenues? What is the company’s revenue model? How does
the company charge customers for its product or service? (max chars 500)

Market Opportunity: Given the expected revenue model and number of customers, what is the dollar
size of the market opportunity? Please explain. How much revenue do you think the company could be
generating in 1 year? 3 years? Please be specific and include figures and sources of data. (max chars.
800)

Selling: What is the company’s go-to-market strategy? How does the company reach/plan to reach its
customers at launch? Describe how the company sells/plans to sell its product or service. (i.e. direct
sales, indirect sales, web-based, etc.) (max chars. 500)

4. TECHNOLOGY
(applicable for technology or ICT-based startup ideas)
Innovation: Briefly describe the company's technology. What is the innovation behind the company's
product or service? How unique is it? Is it improving another existing product or service or is it brand
new? Explain why the company's product or service is so much better than the current way of doing
business. Is it revolutionary or evolutionary? Why? (max chars. 800)
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Intellectual Property: What is the company's intellectual property? What is the defensibility of the idea
in the marketplace? Is it speed to market, legal IP protection, etc.? Is the company's idea/technology
patentable? If the company has filed or issued patents, please list the associated number(s). Who owns
the IP related to the company's innovation? (max chars. 600)

5. TEAM PROFILE
Team: Provide a short bio for each member of the company's management team. Emphasize
characteristics or backgrounds that qualify each individual to fill their respective role, including startup
experience, management experience and/or technical expertise. Be specific and list companies where
individuals gained their experience. Indicate when each individual joined or will join the company, and
in what capacity, full-time or part-time. (max chars. 1,000)

Advisors: List any individuals (and their organizations, if applicable) considered important business
and technical advisors, and who are actively engaged with the company (max chars. 400)

6. SUPPORT NEEDED
Resources: What additional resources or support do you expect from the BEEHIVE Accelerator?
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Trainings and Workshops: List the trainings and workshops you need.

7. ATTACHMENTS



BEEHIVE MOOC certificate of each team member
Business model canvas or present business plan.
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